About us

Pet Qwerks was founded in 2003 with it’s flagship toy the Babble Balls. Since the beginning our mission has been to make products that are safe and will put a smile on your dog. Our toys have stood the test of time. Today, the Babble Balls continue to grow in popularity all over the world.

In 2013 Pet Qwerks entered the nylon chew arena with infused flavor technology. With this catalog we have expanded the line with the most beautiful and largest chews made. If you would like to sell the best and the biggest nylon or wood poly chews then you have come to the right place. Our chews are made with FDA Compliant, USA sourced nylon. Pet Qwerks remains the only company to sell chicken, peanut butter, sweet potato, and more, nylon bones that smell fresh from the kitchen! We are proud to deliver amazing quality that is Made in the USA!

Pet Qwerks is located in Irvine, California a community renowned worldwide for innovation and leading technology.

Jack, waiting to get a piece of the mailman

petqwerks.com

facebook.com/petqwerks Instagram.com/petqwerks twitter.com/petqwerkstoys

9 Studebaker Drive, Irvine, CA 92618 USA Tel: 949-916-3733 Fax: 949-916-3734
About our family of chews ...
Pet Qwerks chews are made from the finest and safest ingredients available. We mold, flavor and package our chews in USA. We also source all ingredients from USA. Our flavorings are proprietary formulas that are compounded in a sterile laboratory environment.

BarkBone® (2017)
Bulky premium chews.
In durable bacon nylon and BBQ flavor.
The BarkBones are ideal for serious chewers.

Dinosaur BarkBone® (NEW)
For super aggressive chewers. Bring out the best in your dog with these monsters. FDA Compliant solid bacon nylon or wood. These are the largest bones manufactured today. XXXL weighs in at more than a pound!

Rawhide Style BarkBone® (NEW)
For Aggressive chewers!
Massive solid FDA compliant, USA sourced nylon & bacon. A healthy alternative. The large size weighs in at over one pound!

Flavorit® BarkBone® (2016)
Luxurious chews that are pre-flavored and retain the feature to add your special ingredients. It’s a chew and a treat!

Flavorit® Original (2014)
Our flagship of chews! Flavorits® are both durable and fun. It’s your creativity that makes Flavorit® original special for your pup. Flavorit® original is both a chew and a treat all rolled into one!

Pig Ears (NEW) & Antlers (2013)
Popular novelty chews that are made from the same ingredients as our BarkBones. They provide a different shape for variety. We all like to change it up!
Made from Real BACON & Nylon

A healthier Pig Ear for power chewers!

Molded from a real pig ear for chewing variety

PEB1 Large - 6"
PEB2 Medium - 4 ½"
BarkBone®
For the toughest chewers!

ARTISAN NYLON infused with Real Bacon or BBQ flavor

2 sizes
2 flavors

FDA Compliant

PET QWERKS TOYS

MADE IN USA
Generously sized! Curved shape is easy to pick up and hold.

BBB1 X Large
8"

BBB2 Large
6 ¼"

BBB3 X Large
8"

BBB4 Large
6 ¼"
DINOSAUR BarkBone®

NYLON with Real Bacon infused

For aggressive chewers!

WOOD with REAL WOOD with Peanut Butter infused

For moderate chewers

2 kinds
3 sizes
2 flavors

2 kinds
3 sizes
2 flavors

PERQWERKS TOYS

MADE IN USA
DINOSAUR BarkBone®

NYLON FDA Compliant Bacon

The largest solid nylon chew in the world!

The largest size weighs over 1LB!

Easy to carry and a variety of comfortable chewing surfaces. Super safe!
Healthy alternative to real rawhide

- 100% NYLON
- with Real Bacon infused
- For aggressive chewers!

3 sizes

A chewing favorite reproduced in solid Nylon and Bacon

Made in USA
RAWHIDE Style BarkBone® NYLON

REAL BACON FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers

RBB1 - Large
9 ¼”
Massive bones for countless hours of safe chewing pleasure.

RBB2 - Medium
8”

RBB3 - Small
6”

Massive bones for countless hours of safe chewing pleasure.
Designed with FLAVOR CELLS

Fill with your dog’s favorite, spreadable treat

4 sizes
7 flavors

FDA Compliant
NYLON for aggressive chewers

MADE IN USA
Flavorit® NYLON

CHICKEN FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers

ZFNC1 XLarge  ZFNC2 Large  ZFNC3 Medium  ZFNC4 Small

PEANUT BUTTER FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers

ZFLP1 XLarge  ZFLP2 Large  ZFLP3 Medium  ZFLP4 Small

BUBBLE GUM FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers

ZFLBG1 XLarge  ZFLBG2 Large  ZFLBG3 Medium  ZFLBG4 Small

MINT infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers

ZFLB1 XLarge  ZFLB2 Large  ZFLB3 Medium  ZFLB4 Small

allergen free

INFUSED WITH CHLOROPHYLL

Hot Diggity Awards

WINNER 2017

Original Flavorit® Sizing Chart
Flavorit®
BarkBone®

Artisan Nylon
with Mesquite Chicken &
Peanut Butter
infused flavoring
and
Wood
with Mint infused

Hefty Curved shape
makes it easy to
pick up

Made in USA

Hot Diggity Awards Winner 2017
HotDiggityAwards.com

Pet Qwerks Toys

FDA Compliant

With Real Wood
Flavorit® BarkBone® NYLON
PEANUT BUTTER FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers

Flavorit® BarkBone® wood
MINT infused - WOOD

3 Hefty Sizes: 7”, 5.5” & 4.25”
Antlers

Duplicated from real elk & deer antlers

Made from 100% pure NYLON for aggressive chewers and WOOD for moderate chewers

Eliminate the fear of shards and sharp points from harvested antlers

4 Flavors
4 Sizes

a SAFE alternative to a natural favorite

MADE IN USA
Antler

**CHICKEN FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers**

- ZA13 XLarge 6"
- ZA4 Large 5 ½"
- ZA5 Medium 4 ½"
- ZA6 Small 4 ¼"

**PEANUT BUTTER FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers**

- ZA15 XLarge 6"
- ZA10 Large 5 ½"
- ZA11 Medium 4 ½"
- ZA12 Small 4 ¼"

**Liver FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers**

- ZA14 XLarge 6"
- ZA7 Large 5 ½"
- ZA8 Medium 4 ½"
- ZA9 Small 4 ¼"

**SMOKED CHEESE FLAVOR infused - WOOD for Moderate Chewers**

- A19 XLarge 6"
- A16 Large 5 ½"
- A17 Medium 4 ½"
- A18 Small 4 ¼"
Babble Ball®

*They talk when touched!*

- I'm gonna get you!
- Hot diggity dog!
- Bark, Bark, Bark
- Oink, Oink, Oink
- Yeah baby!
- Ouch! Don't do that!

**Interactive** toy to help relieve boredom

**Durable** construction

**Animal** sounds, Talking, or new Flash & Talk

**3 Sizes**

**Starts** when touched

**Turns off** automatically

PET QWERKS TOYS

18
Over 20 different animal sounds

ZABB3 - 2 1/8"
ZABB2 - 2 3/4"
ZABB1 - 3 1/8"
ZTBB3 - 2 1/8"
ZTBB2 - 2 3/4"
ZTBB1 - 3 1/8"

Over 20 funny wisecracks & sounds

REPLACEMENT BATTERIES
for all Babble Ball® sizes

AG13/LR44 Button Cells

B1 - 6 per pack
- Motion activated flashing light
- Makes 18 different sounds
- Stimulates both sight and sound sensories
Pickle FETCH

a SAFE, durable squeak toy for distance throwing and tug. Made from flexible TPR
**X-Tire Balls** are a pair of small tires ruggedly molded as a single ball with a hollow center.

**Easy for dogs to pick up and fetch**

With **Animal Sounds**

- Blinky Ball
- Jingle Ball

**X-Tire Balls**

- **X-TA2 - 5”** Motion Activated Ball
- **X-TA3 - 3½”** Motion Activated Ball
- **ZXTB2 - 5”** Blinky Ball
- **ZXTB3 - 3½”** Blinky Ball
- **ZXTJ2 - 5”** Jingle Ball
- **ZXTJ3 - 3½”** Jingle Ball

**ANIMAL SOUNDS**

- Oink, Oink, Oink
- Croak, Croak
- Baah, Baah

**THEY FLASH!**

- Over 20 fun animal sounds
Incredibubbles®

Long lasting bubbles for pets to chase and pop! They dry in the air and land on the ground intact.

- **BUB1 - 25ml**
  - Peanut Butter Flavor Infused

- **BUB2 - 25ml**
  - Catnip Infused

- **BUB3 - 25ml**
  - Peach Flavor Infused

**Non-Toxic**

Safe for pets and kids

Pet Qwerks Toys®
NEW! Bigger bottle! Bigger bubbles! IncrediBUBBLES®

Bub4 - 38ml
Peanut Butter Flavor Infused

Peanut Butter Flavor

Counter Tray is included with every dozen
PLUSH TOYS

Krinkle and Squeak Newspaper
- Comes with 3 squeakers and crinkle paper that creates a rustling sound
- Made from durable canvas material

Hedgehog
- Soft and loveable
- Squeeze his tummy, hear him chatter

Sock Monkey
P155 - 10½" tall

War Dogs Bone
Pet Qwerks is a proud sponsor of the United States War Dogs Association. Your purchase will result in a contribution to both the retired and working service dogs. This cause is dedicated to helping all dogs that have faithfully served our nation. Service dogs help keep soldiers out of harm’s way by sniffing out bombs, land mines and drugs. They subdue enemies and have saved countless lives.

P140 - 6½" x 7½"
WD4 - 9"
Durable Nylon Construction

P141 - 4½" x 5"
Chew End Cap
Toy End Cap
Sometimes you don’t want to share.

see XTire Balls on page 22
BARKBONE STICK
PEANUT BUTTER FLAVOR INFUSED
Dogs are attracted to sticks because of the shape. Sticks look like bones.

BARKBONE BREATH STICK MINT FLAVOR INFUSED
Made from durable, FDA-compliant nylon, MINT flavoring and Sodium Copper Chlorophyllin. Especially designed for Mr. Stinky!

BARKBONE CHEW RING
Designed so your dog can FETCH it, TUG it and CHEW on it. All in one toy!

All ingredients are sourced in USA and proudly Made in USA.
Pet Qwerks Boar BarkBone looks like a REAL Bone with Pork Chop flavoring. All dogs love delicious porky bones.
BARKBONE STICK WITH PEANUT BUTTER FLAVOR
Spot can now enjoy a Peanut Butter flavored Stick without breaking it. Designed for easy pick up and hold when chewing. It’s a long-lasting Stick that can withstand heavy chewers.

BARKBONE BREATH CHEW STICK WITH MINT FLAVOR
Especially designed for Mr. Stinky Mouth! Made from durable, FDA-compliant nylon, MINT flavoring and Sodium Copper Chlorophyllin that boosts your furry kid’s dental health.

BOAR BARKBONE WITH PORK CHOP FLAVORING
Looks like the real bone with Pork Chop flavoring. All dogs love a delicious bone and pork. What could be better than perfectly combined pork flavored dog chew bone?

All ingredients are sourced in USA and proudly Made in USA.
ROPE RING TUG OF WAR, TOSS, FETCH & CHEW
Great for both teething puppies & aggressive chewer dogs alike. Also best for Tug of War plays and chewing session.

CHATTERING PARROT WITH ELECTRONIC SOUND
Makes funny & realistic “chattering parrot” electronic sounds. Squeeze its tummy and hear it chatter!

OINKING PIG WITH ELECTRONIC SOUND
Unique, fun and cuddly stuffed animal pet toy that makes funny & realistic “Oinking Pig” electronic sounds. Squeeze its tummy and hear it scream!

CROWING ROOSTER WITH ELECTRONIC SOUND
Fun, unique & has an electronic box that makes crowing sounds. Great for Small, Medium, Large Dogs, Puppies and Cats!

BARKING CHIHUAHUA WITH ELECTRONIC SOUND
Makes funny & realistic “Barking Chihuahua” electronic sounds. Squeeze its tummy and hear it bark!

BIG SQUEAKER EMOJI PLUSH
Four (4) different options to choose from - Big Squeaker PIG, Big Squeaker FROG, Big Squeaker COW & Big Squeaker DOG. Measures 6.25”

PANTING PUPPY WITH ELECTRONIC SOUND
Cuddly stuffed animal pet toy that makes funny & realistic “puppy panting” electronic sounds. Squeeze its tummy and hear it pant!

YIPPING MONKEY WITH ELECTRONIC SOUND
Cuddly stuffed toy that makes funny & realistic “yipping monkey” electronic sounds. Squeeze its tummy and hear it scream!

CROAKING FROG WITH ELECTRONIC SOUND
Makes funny & realistic “Croaking Frog” electronic sounds. Squeeze its tummy and hear it croak!

GROWLING BEAR WITH ELECTRONIC SOUND
Growling Bear with electronic sound plush dog toy is fun and unique stuffed pet toy with realistic growling bear sounds.
We scoured our kitchen to cook the best flavors, textures and shapes. You won't believe what we finally came up with! Another artisan BarkBones, so realistic-looking & drool-worthy flavors that sure will win the licks & appetite of your furry kiddos! woof, woof!

**BAMBOO PEANUT BUTTER ZOMBIE BARKBONES**
Made from sustainable & renewable bamboo fibers and peanut butter flavoring. Designed for gentle or moderate chewers.

**ZOMBIE BARKBONES**
Comes in 3 flavors - **Bacon**, **Cheddar Cheese** for power chewers and **Bamboo** for gentle or moderate chewers.

petqwerks.com
What a fun way for your fur baby to benefit from CBD! Pet Qwerks CBD BarkBones™ are coated with clear soluble CBD Isolate for oral delivery. CBD is gradually released as your dog chews or licks on the bone. The high gloss appearance of your fresh CBD BarkBone is the minty CBD coating. So long as the bone is shiny there is CBD available for consumption.
ZOMBIE BARKBONE WITH REAL BACON

All dogs love Bacon and a delicious bone. Pet Qwerks Zombie Bacon BarkBone delivers exactly just that - a dog chew toy that looks like the real bone with real Bacon!

ZOMBIE BARKBONE CHEDDAR CHEESE FLAVOR

Made from durable, FDA-compliant nylon and cheese flavoring. Non-toxic, non-allergenic and safe for your furry kids.

PEANUT BUTTER FLAVOR infused - BAMBOO for Moderate Chewers

ZOMBIE BAMBOO BARKBONE PEANUT BUTTER FLAVOR

Designed for MODERATE and GENTLE chewers made from sustainable and renewable bamboo fibers and peanut butter flavoring for a tail-wagging chewing session.

As always, all our Dog Chews are proudly Made in USA
2020 New Products

**DINOSAUR BARKBONE STEAK EXTREME**
Due to high demand of new flavor, we thought we'll add a new exciting flavor to our well-loved Dinosaur BarkBones! And as expected, this new Steak Flavor is becoming real hit already!

**FLAVORIT BONE WITH REAL BACON**
Tiny flavor cells are molded into both sides of the Flavorit Bone so you can fill it with peanut butter, cheese, cream cheese, or any other spreadable treat your dog prefers.

**FLAVOR FARMS NYLON CHEWS 4-PACK**
Comes in 2 sizes (large & small) and 6 flavors - BBQ, Bacon, Chicken, Mint, Peanut Butter, Sweet Potato and even an Assorted Flavors.

*As always, all our Dog Chews are proudly Made in USA*
Remember how much fun you had as a kid tugging on the wishbone at Thanksgiving and seeing who got the long, lucky end of the stick? Well your pup will have just as much fun chewing on this indestructible dog bone!

**WISH BARKBONES**

- **REAL BACON FLAVOR** infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers
- **WISH BARKBONES** WITH REAL BACON
- **WISH BARKBONES** PEANUT BUTTER FLAVOR

With all the different wishbone chews for sale, Pet Qwerks has finally made one that embodies the design of nature. The flowing organic shape has full length legs that invite play and therapeutic chewing. The generous sized central element provides variety from the spheres at the opposite ends of the legs.

Proudly Made in the USA with locally sourced ingredients.
Beam me Up, Spotty!

Pet Qwerks Alien BarkBones are out of this world! It features a textural strip that runs the length of the chew. Its spectacular textures and plenty of bumps and divots make for a very entertaining experience. Your dog will feel like they went to outer space when they sink their teeth into the delicious, NEW Pet Qwerks Alien BarkBone® Dog Chews.

ALIEN BARKBONES
BEEF STEW FLAVOR

ALIEN BARKBONES
WITH REAL BACON

BEEF STEW FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers

REAL BACON FLAVOR infused - NYLON for Aggressive Chewers

Proudly Made in the USA with locally sourced ingredients.
The goal of this partnership is to further the noble mission of both organizations by providing rewards and comfort for the dogs. The dogs that are a part of these programs are highly intelligent and wired to perform their tasks flawlessly. They require and deserve rewards and entertainment that help to relieve stress and help them relax after a day of working.

“We’re thrilled to have this ongoing relationship with PetQwerks”, says John Miller, President & CEO, Guide Dog Foundation and America’s VetDogs, “Thanks to their generous donation of bones, all of our dogs in our care, from puppies and moms in the nursery to working assistance dogs, have a reliable and safe bone to relieve stress and relax after a day of work.”

For more than 70 years, the Guide Dog Foundation for the Blind, Inc. (www.GuideDog.org), has trained and placed guide and service dogs to provide independence, enhanced mobility, and companionship to people who are blind, have low vision, or have other special needs. The Guide Dog Foundation is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization serving clients from across the United States and Canada.

Since 2003, America’s VetDogs (www.VetDogs.org) has trained and placed guide and service dogs to provide independence, enhanced mobility, and companionship to veterans with disabilities from all eras.